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Abstract
Encountering with the strain of economic globalization, the Chinese government should fully recognize and
understand their responsibilities in this process. They should positively change the way of government's function,
and fundamentally realize the transform of its economic function from "all-round" and "finiteness" orientation to the
focus of "standardized service", so that the government can provide better service to the public. This article mainly
analyses how the Chinese government readjusts its role in the economy globalization, especially how to realize its
transformation of economic function, and discuss the opportunities and challenges that Chinese government faces
under the economic globalization, and then introduce the practical pathway of this process.
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Objectively, since the reform and opening up, the
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government's own reform is still lagging behind the

use this monopoly to improve service prices and

economic system restructuring, intensity of the

lower

administrative

transformation is also less than that of institutions.

monopoly without competition will inevitably bring

There is still huge gap compared with the profound

efficiency losses. Fourth, overstaffing of organization

changes in the microscopic field. With the economy

in Chinese government. The public financial support

globalization

a big and redundant staff, which objectively affects

development, some deep-seated contradictions in

the working efficiency.
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transformation of government functions can be
implemented as soon as possible will determine the
success to resolve the deep-seated contradictions.
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4.1 Growing "overstep" and "vacancy" problems

of

by ambiguous governmental functions

transformation.

The "overstep" refers to government’s action and

4.3.

management have gone beyond its authorized power

microeconomicoperations especially state-owned

and has directly undertaken the production and

enterprises

supply of private goods which could have been

The current Chinese government is both social and

handled by market. The "vacancy" of government

economic manager and the owner of state-owned

functions mainly refers to the absence of government

enterprises. It still has considerable influence on the

in producing public goods and services. There are

micro-economy, especially on the operation of state-

"vacuum" of government responsibility even in some

owned enterprises. Some government institutions still

public areas because of the government did not take

take direct intervention in the control of state-owned

its duties. The health care, pension, unemployment

enterprises. From the perspective of public choice

benefits and other social security services that should

theory, the government often plays a role of the

have been supplied the government lack adequate

"economic man" who peruses "maximum profit ".

funds; the market economy order is not sound,

Such role allows government assumed a large

competition rules is incomplete, and imperfect credit

number of economic construction functions which

system is not perfect. Thus, the process of economy

should be performed by companies. As a result, faced

globalization,

should

with such a huge temptation, it is difficult for

perform its due responsibilities, so as to realize its

government to voluntarily give up the power and

functions better. Whether vacancy or overstep will

interest, which leads to the slow reform of state-

result in deviation of government functions and

owned enterprise and long delayed transformation of

impede the economic development and people's

government functions.

living standards.

4.4 Weakening the government's public service

4.2 Ambiguity between government and state-

functions

owned enterprise as well as their responsibilities.

With some political and economic power continues to

The ambiguity between government and state-owned

be "decentralized" and widely dispersed, some local

enterprises and the phenomena of government

government departments are beginning to form

dislocation are still quite prominent. On the one hand,

interest groups to seek interest. When the local

government is involved in too much of production

government formulates policies, regulations, plans

and business activities, and intervene personnel

and development strategies, or when there are some

arrangements and internal management, so the

conflicts between the regional and sections' interests

government functions, some extent, have replaced the

and the public and global interests, some choices and

enterprises and market's functions and becoming

decisions betray the public and global interests driven

"approval economy." A very important reason for this

by the interests of sectors and regions. Serious

situation is unclear role of government. The party

consequences of chasing the local and departmental

organizations at all levels intervene too much to the

interests could be the "weakening of their public

government affairs, which is the fundamental cause

service functions or even the entire section and

a

competent

government
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the

failure

of

government

functions'

Directly over-intervene of government to

systemic corruption of entire industry, public

market failure, and resolve those issues that can not

authority descends to the tool of some special

be solved by the market solely and create a favorable

individual sectors and industries to seek interests,

environment for enterprise development. Therefore,

which cause government's functions even weaker.

the

key

to

adjust

the

relationship

between

government, enterprises and the market is to reduce
5. The practical path for government functions'

government's direct intervention in the economic and

transformation

social life and it should focus their attention on

under

the

background

of

globalization

creating a more efficient market. The government

For China, the opportunity of economy globalization

also should give authority to enterprises, markets,

is that development could further utilize international

social organizations and intermediary agencies to

economic resources. The challenge is that if the

deal the issues that is beyond government’s

shackles of the old system, the lagging economic

management scope, let the market play a fuller basic

system and the long-term market imperfections can

role in allocating resources, so as to substantially give

not be overcome as soon as possible, not only it is

the power back to the enterprises and society, fully

difficult to

mobilize the enthusiasm of all aspects and strengthen

attract the

international

economic

resources but also it would drain the domestic ones.

the social economy vigor and efficiency of them.

In this sense, competition among countries and

5.2 Regulatory of government behavior, and

regions are seemingly the competition for global

strengthen its public service functions

economic resources, in deeply, it is the competition

Strengthening public service functions of government

of market effectiveness and public environment level.

means to "pay more attention to public services,

Therefore promoting the government reform and the

efforts to promote education, health, culture and other

transformation of government economic functions is

social

crucial for China to share the economic benefits of

establish and improve a fair and equitable benefit of

globalization.

all the people, a moderate level of public service

undertakings

and

healthy

development,

system of sustainable development, and promote
5.1 Keep up the effort to separate enterprise from

basic public services equalization. Under the market

government management and properly handle the

rules of the economy globalization, it is essential both

relationship among government, market and

to strengthen the government's macro-control ability,

enterprises

standardize the behavior of government functions,

In the market economy, the government is the main

and to enhance its public service functions. Effective

entity of macro-control, under this control, market

implementation of the government's public service

play a fundamental role in the allocation of resources,

functions refers to strengthening the socialist legal

enterprises are the main entities of competition in the

system, so that it can provide a broader, stable public

market and create economic growth in this process,

service functions for the development of the country's

these three parts are independent and coordinated so

economy. At the same time, the government's public

as to construct the effective market mechanism. The

information service capacity need to be intensified,

role of government is to make up for market defect or

the government should reinforce the release of public
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information,

guiding

the

direction

of

globalization

social

public

administration

is

acting

investment, improving and perfecting the basic laws

according to the rules, and resolving disputes and

of education, health care, social security and other

problems by negotiation based on the principle of

aspects. It should clearly identify procedures, content

justice, fairness, and mutual benefit. The Government

range, quality standards and deadlines of the provided

should establish governance system that consistent

services and continue to enhance the regulatory of

with the market mechanism, and improve the market

public

economic

services

and

promote

the

economy

system,

gradually

make

government

development.

practice in line with the law, and make government

5.3 Identify the role of government and fully

management model from personal authority to rule

perform its functions

authority, so that the concept of government can

In the socialist market economic system, the

transform from the rule by man to the rule by law.

functions of the government's positioning can be
summarized

as:

economic

regulation,

market

6. Conclusions

supervision, social management and public services.

Globalization is an endless process, therefore, the

In terms of economic regulation, the government

government's economic functions transformation

should further improve and perfect the government's

cannot be achieved overnight. Rather, it is a vast

forecast, monitoring and early warn system of

systematic effort, which requires continuous efforts

macroeconomic development, increase supervision

by many generations.

on market, rectify market economic order, increase

Government functions are based on objective needs

supervision of foreign economic activity, so as to

of social and economic development, and subject to

improve its ability to read and respond to market

the exsisting political and economic system of

signal thus ensuring national economic security.

society. Therefore whenever the social, economic and

Under the background of economy globalization, the

political and economic systems enter the stage of

basic objective of the government's economic

transformation,

functions adjustment is to fully reflect market

requirements for the transformation government

demands, and increase the domestic market’s

economic functions to meet the need of reform and

international

improving

development. The sign of success government

efficiency of government management and service,

transformation is fully playing the market forces in

and maximize its international competitive without

the appropriate time. The government needs to

violating international rules.

minimize the unnecessary intervention to the market,

5.4 Transform the through from the rule of man

which can realize the transformation of government

to the rule of law

functions.

competitiveness

by

The market economy, in essence, is the rule of law
economy, which requires the government policies to
be dictated by law. Strengthening the rule of law in
government policies is a way to ensure government to
provide a fair market for enterprises. Under the age of
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